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Experience Must Be Bought

One Paper submitted to IMC’ 20

2020.05.26

Unexpectedly, instread of reviews, 
I received such an email…

2020.08.12   Notification Date



Experience Must Be Bought
Detection and measurement of a new type of fraudulent cybercrime



Superficial Knowledge of Ethical Standards

What I know What I don’t know

• Existence of ethical standards

• Several typical requirements

• Need to write something in paper

• Origin and evolution of specific claims

• Systematic ethical considerations

• How to organize a well writing



Survey: Ethics in Network Security/Measurement

• Requirement of ethical standards in CFP of major security conferences

• S&P, NDSS, CCS, USENIX, IMC

•Recognized papers/reports devoted to ethical issues

•General standards of information technology

•Network measurement

•Censorship (measurement)

•Data sharing

•How ethical issues are indicated in published studies in recent years

•Learn how to design experiment and write ethical consideration sections



Timeline: Ethics Requirement Changes in CFP

2009 2013 2016 2017 2021

Competing Interests

IMC-2009

USENIX-2013

NDSS-2016

CCS-2017 S&P-2017



Ethical Standards in IMC
2009 CFP

Key Points

• Must consider ethical standards for measurement

• Use policies, data privacy and anonymity, shared data, security flaw notifications

• Violations of ethical standards could be grounds for rejection



Ethical Standards in IMC

Key Points

Basic Principle: Belmont Report

Human Subjects

Must approved by IRB

Other Ethical Issues

Outline in body/appendix

Clearly marked with “Ethics”

2021 CFP



Ethical Standards in USENIX
2013 CFP

2021 CFP

Key Points

IRB approval

Steps taken to mitigate ethical issues

Steps taken to deal with vulnerabilities

Steps taken to deal with sensitive data

Reject if insufficient



Ethical Standards in NDSS
2016 CFP

2021 CFP

Key Points

IRB approval

Ethical and legal concerns

Responsible disclosure

Reject if insufficient



Ethical Standards in CCS
2017 CFP

2021 CFP

Key Points Expected to provide ethics discussions (IRB, considerations)



Ethical Standards in S&P

Start from 2017



Ethical Standards in S&P



Ethical Standards in S&P
What’s updated

What’s NEW

Detailed requirements for vulnerability disclosure

Financial and non-financial competing interests (required in camera-ready)

• A disclosure window of 45 days to 90 days ahead of publication

• Review version must discuss in details the steps authors taken to address the vulnerabilities

• Do not have to disclose vulnerabilities ahead of submission

• To protect the objectivity, integrity and value of a publication, help readers form their own

judgement of potential bias.

• Financial interests: funding, employment, personal financial interests, and etc. No threshold.

• Non-financial interests: unpaid membership of government or non-governmental organizations,
acting as an expert witness, and etc.

e.g. Professor Y is the CTO of DoubleDefense, which specializes in malware analysis.



Ethical Standards in …

DSN SOUPS

PETS

RAID

ACSAC PAM

AsiaCCS

Sigcomm

NSDI WWW

AAAI IJCAI EMNLP



Recognized Papers/Reports Devoted to Ethics

Topic Paper/Report

General

[1979] The Belmont Report

[1989] RFC 1087

ACM Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct

[2012] The Menlo Report: Ethical Principles Guiding Information and Communication Technology Research

[2013] Applying Ethical Principles to Information and Communication Technology Research: A Companion to the Menlo Report

[2013 Microsoft Tech.Rep] Common pitfalls in writing about security and privacy human subjects experiments and how to avoid them

Measurement 

Data Sharing
[IMC' 07] Issues and Etiquette Concerning Use of Shared Measurement Data

Network 

Measurement

[1991] RFC 1262

[NS Ethics@SIGCOMM' 15] Addressing Ethical Consideration in Network Measurement Paper

Censorship 

Measurement

[NS Ethics@SIGCOMM' 15] Forgive us our SYNs: Technical and Ethical Considerations for Measuring Internet Filtering

[NS Ethics@SIGCOMM' 15] Ethical Concerns for Censorship Measurement

[2015] No Encore for Encore? Ethical questions for web-based censorship measurement



The Belmont Report
Issued on 1978.09.30

Summarized ethical principles and

guidelines for research involving human

beings

Three core principles:

• Respect for persons

• Beneficence

• Justice



The Menlo Report

Proposed Guidelines for ethical assessment of ICT Research Authors and Working Group Participants



The Menlo Report

Guideline-1

Respect for person

• Paticipants must be voluntary

• Informed consent must be provided

• State all the possible negative consequences

• Do not induce users to participate with benefits

• Need to be clear for all the details, easy to understand

• Emphasize voluntary participation

• Explain it well after the experiment if it had to deceive the users

Guideline-2

Beneficence

• Maximize the positive effects, minimize the negative effects

• Take into account, all the negative effects, as far as possible

• Development of corresponding mitigation

• Need to inform all the affected parties

• Consider the worst case scenario and prepare mitigations accordingly



The Menlo Report

* Application details and case studies could be seen in: 2013 Companion to the Menlo Report.

Guideline-3

Justice

Guideline-4

Law and Public Interest

• Every person deserves equal consideration in how to be treated

• Selection of subjects should be fair

• The benefits and potential harms are the same for all

• Obey the law, do not compromise the public interest

• Be open about your methods and results

• Be accountable for your actions



Dataset Sharing
IMC 2007

Motivation: Pose a set of reasonable, high-level 
considerations for sharing and using measurement data. 

Data release
considerations

1. Full anonymization adapted to multiple scenarios

2. Detailed usage guidelines/policies

3. Interaction with users

4. Information of auxiliary dataset

5. Guidelines of how to cite/give acknowledgement

Risk of information leakage

Data use
considerations

Fully appreciate the difficulty of
releasing data

1. Obey the access policies claimed by providers

2. Further anonymization before report results

3. Use purposed-provided data with caution

4. Be careful of de-anonymization

5. Notification and acknowledgement



Network Measurement

NS Ethics@ SIGCOMM. 2015Background: Network measurement
community is increasingly facing ethics issues
and finding itself poorly prepared.

Motivation: Propose measurement papers include an ethical consideration sections
and give guidelines.

Scope: Ethics issues involving human beings

“Harm”

• Harm is generally spectural, consider the worst case

• Regardless whether the harm is direct or indirect

• Potential harm is to be discussed, even if not directly caused by the experiment



Network Measurement NS Ethics@ SIGCOMM. 2015

• Data collection (even passive-collected)

• Public datasets collected in an unethical manner, e.g., compromise.

• Non-public dataset collected in some form by researchers (more serious)

• Publish datasets

• Must be anonymized (anonymization != no-risk, e.g., de-anonymization technology )

• Do not require perfect solutions while at least, find mitigations

Basic questions authors should answer

1. Datasets directly collected by the authors: the ethics consideration & mitigation of data collection

2. Datasets not directly collected by the authors: if ethics has been discussed, give citation, otherwise

provide ethical considerations both of the data collection and the data usage.

3. Can the data reveal private or confidential information of individuals? Provide mitigations.

4. Additional ethical issues specific to the work.



Censorship Measurement
• Ways of censorship measurement

• Network channel measurement: e.g., ping, SYN

• Client-side measurement

• Deploy researchers with software

• Deploy software to citizens

• Co-opt existing deployed software

•Ethical Issues of network channel measurement

• Risk: Participation in the experiment is unlikely to be by prior consent

• Mitigation: Minimize the rate of packets

•Ethical Issues of client-side measurement

• Risk: Users involved in the measurement may also be subject to scrutiny. (higher risk – interest)

• Mitigation: Evaluate “risk score” and restrict research to “medium” regions

• Freedom on the Internet; Economist Democracy Index; Travel Advisory

• e.g., US->Low risk, Pakistan->Medium risk, Syria->High risk

Open questions:

•What packet rates are acceptable?

•Is it necessary for user consent?

•Proper level of risk with respect to DoS?



Learn From Published Big4 Papers
• How to write Ethics Considerations in an academic paper?  

• To facilitate the judgement of reviewers on whether it is compliant with ethical standards

• To provide a sound reference for subsequent studies

10 well-written (just in my opinion) Big4 papers

IRB improved 

paper



Space devoted to discussions related to ethical issues



Organization of Ethical Discussion Section

Our experiment involves task1, task2,…, which may involve ethical questions Q1,
Q2 and Q3...

Point out the
issues

We followed report1, paper1. We designed the experiment according to report2,
paper2.

Principles:
citations

Mitigations

We have done our
best!

• Although we cannot rule out the possibility of xxx risk, we have taken xxx
steps to reduce the possible risk.

• We try to balance between the benefits and the potential harm caused by 
our xxx…

• The nature of this experiment, studying xxx, involves xxx as inevitable ethical
issues

Helpful third
parties

• IRB. Work closely with IRB to design the study. Consulted with IRB.

• University’s General Counsel. Consultations on specific legal issues.

• Experts and colleagues. Discuss how to design the experiment.

• University’s IT security group, or other community responsible for security issues.



Key Points of Ethical Considerations

User Consent

Anonymization

Data Usage

• We only collected xxx where the user explicitly 
agreed to xxxx policy.

• We've made user consent eye-catching, 
clear and easy to understand.

Give snapshot/citation

Example of user consent snapshot

• Protect identifiers, e.g., IP address, client-ID

• Remove sensitive information, e.g., PIIs

• All collected data is stored on secured servers, and only 
authorized persons have access to this data

• We keep the dataset strictly to ourselves. 

• Inside the company, as intern……



Solutions to Improve My Project

Main ethical-related content of the modifications:

• Details of data collection process

• Details of user consent

• Removed research content that may disclose private 

information

• Steps taken to mitigate the potential harm

1. Access to data sets

2. Remove of sensitive data (PII)

3. Data usage & storage

Ethical discussion in

IMC’ 20 submission

Ethical discussion in

ACSAC’ 21 submission
• More comprehensive ethical discussion

Good Luck!



• There are no IRBs in most of the domestic universities, except for medical departments.

Unsolved Questions



Unsolved Questions

Temporary solutions:

• Apply reviews from the IRB of co-authors’ universities

• Consult the legal department of the cooperating companies



Unsolved Questions

• Lack of authoritative, systematic and practical guidance.

Standards PracticeHuge Gap

How to 
address?

Courses Workshops Handbooks



Summary

• We should get into the habit of considering and discussing 
ethical issues in our works.

•The best time to think about ethics is before you start the
research, followed by now.

•There is a lot of work to be done on ethics compliance for the 
security community.



Ethical Considerations in 
Network Security and Network 

Measurement Research

Thanks.


